This graph represents the results from Student 2 during the piloting of Comics4Comprehension. As illustrated in the graph, Student 2’s performance on “end-of-story” comprehension questions was consistently better when provided with access to Comics4 Comprehension visual supports. On lesson 5, the student answered the comprehension questions after reading the story without visual supports, after reading the story and practicing retelling the story, and after reading the story with Comics4Comprehension visual supports. This was adjustment was made to attempt to control for improvements in scores as a result of increased practice opportunities. Although Student 2 did improve their score on the second presentation of the Lesson 5 story, the improvement did not reach the level obtained by any of the Lessons that included Comics4 Comprehension. Student 2 was consistently able to answer 70% of the End of Story comprehension questions correct when provided with Comics4Comprehension. When no visuals were provided, Student 2 was not able to answer more than 70% of the comprehension questions correctly on 2 of the 3 lessons.